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Writing Prompts for Anchor 2: Main Idea and Themes  

2A Determining Main Idea and Themes 
 

Prompts for Both Fiction and Non-Fiction 

Basic A selection's main idea may be different from its theme. Choose a selection 
and explain its main idea, its theme or themes, and tell how and why they 
differ. 

Basic Use a story map to show the main idea and its supporting details in a selection. 

Basic Describe three clues in a selection that helped you determine the main idea of 
the selection. 

Basic Pick three titles of selections you have read and explain how the titles helped 
you understand the main ideas of the selections. 

Basic Write an email to a friend and describe a selection you read. 

Basic Write three new titles for a selection that clearly describe the selection's main 
idea. 

Basic Describe three details from a selection and explain how they support the main 
idea of the selection. 

Basic Describe two selections you read that each demonstrate one of the following: 
1) The main idea of the selection is stated in the first paragraph and 2) the 
main idea is stated in the concluding paragraph. 

Intermediate Describe a selection you read that had a main idea and theme that were not 
the same. 

Intermediate List three supporting details from a selection and explain how those details 
helped you determine the selection's main idea. 

Intermediate Sometimes the main idea of a selection is not clear until you finish reading the 
text. Describe a selection you read that needed to be read from beginning to 
end before you had a full sense of the main idea. 

Intermediate Using the Internet or other research tools, find three additional pieces of 
information that support the main idea stated in the selection. 

Intermediate Imagine you directed a movie based on a selection you read. Create a script for 
the movie's trailer. 

Intermediate Choose five to ten key sentences from the selection and explain how they 
helped you determine the main idea. 
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Intermediate Imagine you are developing a video game based on a selection you read. 
Describe the goal of the game, how the game will be played, and how the game 
will look on screen. 

Intermediate Is it necessary for every selection to have a main idea? Develop an argument 
and use evidence from selections you have read to provide supporting 
evidence. 

 
Prompts for Fiction Only 

Basic Describe a story you read that had one of these themes: being kind to others, 
always trying to do your best, or learning from your mistakes. What clues in the 
selection helped you identify the theme? 

Basic The theme of a narrative selection is the important lesson the selection 
teaches or the author's main message. Some selections may have more than 
one theme. Choose two narrative selections and write an essay that compares 
their themes. 

Basic (Theme: change) Describe a character who underwent a major change and 
what happened as a result. 

Basic (Theme: relationships) Describe a character who struggled with society or 
family and how/if that struggle was resolved. 

Basic (Theme: conflict) Describe a character who had to face a major problem and 
what the result was. 

Basic (Theme: heroism) Describe a time in which a character acted in a heroic way, 
and what the results of his or her heroic actions were. 

Basic (Theme: journey) Describe a character who went on some type of journey 
(either actual or imaginary) and how the journey changed the character. 

Basic (Theme: good vs. evil) Describe a conflict between good and evil characters and 
how/if the conflict was resolved. 

Intermediate Describe a selection you have read that has more than one theme. Describe 
what the themes are and how they interact within the selection. 

 

 

Prompts for Fiction Only Continued 

Intermediate Explain how the author presents a theme in a selection through plot, 
characters, and setting. Describe the events that embody the theme. 
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Intermediate Describe how the same theme is represented in two different selections. 
Compare/contrast how the theme is represented through characters and 
events in both selections. 

Intermediate (Theme: change) Describe a character who underwent a major change and 
what happened as a result. 

Intermediate (Theme: conflict) Describe a character who had to face a major conflict and 
what the outcome was. 

Intermediate (Theme: identity) Describe a character who struggled with his or her identity 
and how/if that struggle was resolved. 

Intermediate (Theme: relationships) Describe a character who struggled with society or 
family and how/if that struggle was resolved. 

Intermediate (Theme: environment) Describe a selection in which a nature or the 
environment was represented in either a positive or negative way, and how 
this positive or negative view affected the characters and events in the 
selection. 

Intermediate (Theme: justice) Describe a selection in which justice was either fair or unfair, 
and how this fairness or unfairness affected the characters and events in the 
selection. 

Intermediate (Theme: heroism) Describe a time in which a character acted in a heroic way, 
and what the results of his or her heroic actions were. 

Intermediate (Theme: journey) Describe a character who went on some type of journey 
(either actual or metaphorical) and how the journey changed the character. 

Intermediate (Theme: good vs. evil) Describe a conflict between good and evil characters and 
how/if the conflict was resolved. 

Intermediate (Theme: grief/loss) Describe a character who experienced some kind of grief or 
loss and how that experience changed the character. 

Intermediate (Theme: failure/success) Describe a character who experienced some kind of 
major failure and how that failure influenced his or her future success. 

Intermediate (Theme: power) Describe a character who rose to a position of great power and 
how that power affected that character and the other characters and events in 
the selection. 

 


